The garden may be the last thing on people’s minds this month as the days get colder and the winter freeze sets in, but it is the
perfect time to plan and think about the year ahead and the way in which a pergola can enhance a house and garden.
Along with New Year expectations of getting fit, a pergola generates an outdoor lifestyle whatever the weather, as a shelter
from rain or sun and encourages children to play outside bringing nature and plants, literally to the front door.
Not only does a pergola offer an instant way to transform a garden and provide an attractive area for al fresco eating and
entertaining, it instantly increases the size of the living area making the most of an existing property. The green benefits of an
outdoor lifestyle and making the most of your garden were key to Managing Director Adrian Valentine’s concept when setting
up the company in September 2012. “A pergola is an ideal way to create a sense of green space and encourage more outdoor
activity as well as being an attractive feature at a realistic price.”
Pergolas do not need any planning permission (local conditions may apply) and their practical beauty lies in the way in which
they offer the customer the opportunity to grow a range of climbing plants such as honeysuckle, clematis or vines to create a
very natural and individual addition to any home and garden.
Perfect Pergolas only use timber from sustainable sources and offer a 10 year guarantee. Ordering is simple and straight
forward and can be done via the website with the pergola being delivered direct to the customer together with all the
necessary fixings and comprehensive assembly instructions.
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Pergola (per-go-la) derived from the latin ‘Pergula’ and first used in the C17th to
describe the traditional masonry columns of the Italian Renaissance period
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